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Agenda
• The Current Environment
• Board Effectiveness

• The Role of the Board and Management
• (If time allows) Selected Thoughts on the Role of the
Board in Strategy and Risk Oversight
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The Current Environment
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The Current Environment
Proxy Season Review
– Proxy access
• Very few access proposals this year, 22 as of August 1
• 9 proposals have gone to a vote
– 2 passed (Chesapeake Energy, Nabors Industries)

• SEC does not plan to revisit mandatory proxy access

– Say on pay: year 2
• 45 companies failed to get majority support in 2011

• 51 companies have failed as of July 17, 2012
• However, still overwhelming support for pay practices

The Current Environment
New Proposals from the Federal Reserve
– The Fed has proposed new governance rules for financial
companies (covered companies)
• Rules include new requirements for risk management
• Risk committees
– Covered companies require risk committees
– Must be chaired by an independent director
– Must have at least one member with risk management expertise
– May not be housed within or part of another committee

• Risk management experts
– Who can be considered a risk expert?

The Current Environment
Dodd-Frank Regulations and the SEC
– Many timetables for rulemaking were withdrawn
• Pay-for-performance and pay ratios
• Clawbacks
• Hedging

The Current Environment
SEC Finalizes Conflict Minerals Rule
– Rule finalized on August 22nd
• Listed companies must determine whether it uses conflict
minerals in “production or functionality” of a product
• Then conduct a “reasonable inquiry” into the minerals’ origins
• If the minerals come from the Congo (DNR) or surrounding
countries, it must exercise due diligence on the source and
chain of custody of the materials
• An additional independent audit may be triggered in certain
circumstances
• The first disclosures are due May 31, 2014

The Current Environment
New Compensation Committee Rules from the SEC
– Final rules passed on June 20, to be implemented by
exchanges
– Compensation committee:
• members must be “independent”

• may retain advisors after considering six independence
factors
• must disclose obtained advice and any conflicts of interest

– Timing:
• Commission to approve final rules no later than summer 2013
• Issuers must comply with disclosure changes after Jan. 1,
2013

Board Effectiveness
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Board Effectiveness
Two Types of Director Communication
– Communication among directors
• Balancing conflict and effectiveness
• The need for diversity

– Communication with people outside the Board
• Consultation with advisors
• Meetings between Board and management
• Communication with management

• Informal communications
– Social gatherings, visits to factories or corporate offices
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Board Effectiveness
Communication Prior to the Meeting
– Materials distributed in a timely manner
• Minutes, financials, proposed resolutions, etc.

– Materials reviewed by each Board member
– Errors/typos/concerns forwarded to appropriate member of
management (especially minutes)
– Areas of discussion highlighted to Board Chair
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Board Effectiveness
Communication During the Meeting
– Questions held until after the presentation (or as presenter
directs)
– Watch time spent on interesting (and sometimes fun) but
not “Board level” issues
– Courtesy and respect govern the discussion
– Consensus reached if necessary (Board level matter)
– Matter handed to management for follow up if appropriate
(non-Board level matter)
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Board Effectiveness
Communication After and Between Meetings
– “Thoughts on the drive home”

– How to follow up with appropriate members of
management; offers of help
– The inevitable necessary communications between
meetings
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Board Effectiveness
Listening — An Underdeveloped Skill
– Active listening

– Reflective listening
– Recapitulation of information
– Process for a smooth transition of topics
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The Role of Committees
The Role of Committees
– Effective way to “divide and conquer” the workload

– Committee Chair should report to full board at each
meeting
• Only important decisions or discussion

– Committees should take their role as “subject matter
experts” seriously
– As with the board, committee members are expected to
look at their responsibilities through a “wide lens”
• Know the bigger picture and greater landscape

Board Succession Planning Skill Set Matrix
Board Needs

Board of Directors
Dir. 1

Dir. 2

Dir. 3

Dir. 4

Dir. 5

Dir. 6

Dir. 7

Dir. 8

Leadership
Finance
Public/Shareholder Relations

Governmental and
Regulatory
Strategy Formation/Execution
Corporate Governance
Technical Knowledge
Compensation

Risk Assessment
Industry Knowledge
Board Compatibility
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Crisis Management – Types of Crises
Crisis Types

External

Gradual
• Economic downturn
• Competitor product
assault

Abrupt

• Natural disaster
• Terrorist attack

Internal

Crisis Origin

• Strategic misstep

• Product launch failure

• Key executive
departure
• Critical system failure

Marsh & McLennan Companies
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The Board’s Role in Each Phase of a Crisis
Make sure your Management Company is covering all of this!

The Board’s role in each phase of a crisis

Preparation and Mitigation
• Ensure robust risk assessment
and crisis planning
• Develop Board crisis plan

Crisis Related to CEO

Event Management

Determine CEO’s
Role and Ability to
Lead

• Obtain interdependent
guidance
• Take lead in crisis
management
• Appoint interim CEO

Recovery and
Learning
• Oversee review of
crisis source,
response, and
opportunities for
improvements

Crisis Related to CEO

• Provide oversight,
support, and guidance to
CEO

Incorporate lessons from recent
crisis into future planning
Marsh & McLennan Companies
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The Role of the Board and
Management
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Responsibilities of the Board
Some Principles are Immutable
– The overriding responsibility of the Board of Directors is to
foster the long-term success and safety of the Company,
consistent with:
• The Board’s fiduciary responsibility to the Company and its
members’ and policyholders’ interests
• Applicable laws and regulations
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Responsibilities of the Board
Key Board Responsibilities
– Approve the Company’s vision/mission and code of ethics

– Help shape the Company’s strategic plans, identify
competitive advantages, and oversee risk
– Review and approve the Company’s business plans and
financial goals
– Monitor performance against these plans and goals on a
regular basis
– Ensure systems are in place so that the Company’s
activities are conducted in an ethical and legal manner
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Responsibilities of the Board
The Board’s Obligation to Management
– Directors must:
• Learn about the industry environment in depth – from inside
and outside sources
• Speak up and ask about things that are unclear
• Ask for information necessary to make informed decisions
• Request outside resources if appropriate
• Be clear on what is expected from Management, but not
micromanage
• Develop a timeline and expectations for information from
Management
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Responsibilities of the Board
The Board’s Obligation to Management, cont’d.
– Directors must:
• Agree to governance principles that will be their model/norm
• Agree on how to allocate their time (agenda: operational vs.
strategic)
• Agree on how agendas are developed
• Agree on norms of behavior in Board meetings
• Agree on how to handle conflicts of interest
• Understand the risks created re: the retention of materials,
notes, etc.
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Responsibilities of the Board
Oversight and Management are Different
– Directors ensure good management; they don’t provide it

– Directors direct, managers manage
– The fundamental role of the Board is to oversee
Management and the operations of the Company by
monitoring performance and compliance with policies and
law
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Responsibilities of Management
Key Management Responsibilities:
– Identify and provide all material information necessary for
the Board to provide adequate oversight
– Describe action plans to stay on track, on schedule, and on
budget
– DashBoard report every meeting with overview of progress
towards operational and strategic milestones
• Plan actions to take when milestones are missed

– Identify and disclose risks to the Board
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Responsibilities of Management
Management’s Obligation to the Board
– Help directors understand:
• How the Company is performing
• Strengths and weaknesses – what’s working and what’s not
• The competition

• Unique qualities/assets of the Company
• Significant trends (e.g. economic, technological, competitive,
regulatory)
• Financial and human resources
• Current initiatives - successes/failures and fit with the strategy
• Risk/return relationships
27

Summary
The Board Should Be Aware Of:
– The boundaries and overlaps in the roles of Board and
management (nose in, fingers out)
– Its necessity to add value through long-term focus on
strategy
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Selected Thoughts on the Role of
the Board in Strategy and Risk
Oversight
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Role of the Board in Strategic Planning
“The primary responsibilities of the Board include: evaluating the performance
of the Chief Executive Officer; succession planning for the Chief Executive
Officer and other senior executives; reviewing and overseeing the
implementation of the Company’s strategic plans and objectives;
overseeing legal and ethical compliance; overseeing the integrity of the
Company’s financial statements and the Company’s financial reporting
processes; overseeing the Company’s processes for assessing and
managing risks; nominating directors, appointing committee members and
shaping effective corporate governance; advising and counseling
management regarding significant issues facing the Company; and reviewing
and approving significant corporate actions.”

– Guidelines on Corporate Governance Issues, Caterpillar Inc.
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Goodwin Procter LLP

Role of the Board in Strategic Planning
“The business of the Company is managed under the direction of the
Board. Normally it is management's job to formalize, propose and
implement strategic choices, and the Board's role to approve strategic
direction and evaluate strategic results. However, as a practical
matter, the Board and management will be better able to carry out
their respective responsibilities if there is an ongoing dialogue among
the Chief Executive Officer, other members of top management and
Board members.”
– Corporate Governance Guidelines, Xerox Corporation
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Roles of the Board and Management
On operational issues, Management develops strategy
with the Board’s Input:
– Boards should anticipate, not react to, issues (include the
Board from the inception of the strategy)
– Drive focus on strategy, not tactics
– The Board is a participant in the full evolution of a strategy
• Evaluates strategy (alternatives) presented by Management
• Adds insights (particularly external broad based)

• Challenges underlying assumptions and substance
• Approves the strategy that can be supported
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Developing Strategy
Four Steps in the Process for Strategy Development:
1. Agree on the vision and/or mission for the Company

2. Establish guidelines for the development of strategy
• Value to Members/Policyholders
• Clearly identify goals and expectations for this process

3. Discuss strategy at least twice a year
4. Approve the strategy in a succinct written document
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Developing and Monitoring Strategy
Establishing Performance Metrics:
– Objectives primarily established by the Company or Senior
Claims Executives
• Has Board communicated specific targets (vision)?
• How is the Company doing against the strategy?
• Is the Company meeting its milestones?
• Were assumptions flawed?

– Is modification necessary?

– Short-term vs. long-term goals
– Committees and Subsidiary Boards/Broker Dealer Board
monitor specific areas of strategy
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Strategy
Key Questions for Directors to Ask:
– What stakeholder needs can our Company satisfy?

– Are there competitors seeking the same thing?
– Do we have the right resources and processes to
effectively implement our strategy?

– Do we have the right financial and human resources?
– What is our competitive advantage?
– What are the potential threats to our competitive
advantage?
– What are the Company’s greatest strengths and
weaknesses?
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Strategic Thinking Exercise
What will REITs look like in the year 2020?
– How will you compete?
– What trends need to be considered?
– Come up with a list of ideas, statements, or activities to
describe how the world looks in these five areas:
• Economically
• Socially

• Politically
• Technology
• Ecologically
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Various authors (Erica Olsen) and sources

Strategic Thinking Exercise
With these lists on the wall, consider which trends
apply to REITs:
– How can this trend influence our current customer?
– How can it influence our current core business?

– How can it create new customers?
– Who are the potential customers?
– What are our competitors doing about this trend?

– How fast is this trends developing? What accelerates it or
slows it down?
– What are the risk and rewards of committing to this trend?
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Various authors (Erica Olsen) and sources

Identifying Your Economic Indicators
Common economic indicators:
– Overall economic growth or by industry
– Interest rates
– Government spending

– Changes in employment policies and minimum wage
– Housing costs
– Exchange rates, which impact demand from overseas
customers
– Availability of capital
– Consumer confidence
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Various authors (Erica Olsen) and sources

REITs: Additional 2012 Economic Concerns
Additional 2012 Economic Concerns:
– Increasing price of oil
– Shrinking middle class
– Increasing natural disasters

– Decreasing birth rate
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Various authors (Erica Olsen) and sources

Staying on Top of Technology Trends
Technology Trends:
– Embedding the Internet in every part of our lives
– Growth of robots
– More open source programs
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Various authors (Erica Olsen) and sources

Flexing with Demographic Movements
Demographic Movements
– Labor shortage
– Graying of America
• Baby boomer generation represents a market of about 36
million people
• In five years, the 65+ population will be growing faster than
the population as a whole
– Increasing diversity
• Minorities will make up one third of the U.S. population in ten
years.
• In ten years, one in every four people in the U.S. will be
Hispanic
– Greater economic achievement by women
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Various authors (Erica Olsen) and sources

Growing Natural
Growing Natural
– Shortage of raw materials and developments of new
materials
• Cost of oil on the rise
• Demand for non petro-chemical-based materials increasing

– Increasing population: by 2050, the global population is
estimated to reach 9.2 billion people
– Environmental sustainability
• Reusing
• Recycling

• Creating biodegradable products
42
Various authors (Erica Olsen) and sources
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Risk Governance
Risk is a Team Sport
– The full Board should be involved with risk oversight

– Standing committees support the Board of directors
• Address risks inherent in respective areas of oversight
• Risk is not just a function of the Audit and Executive
Committees

– If created, Risk Oversight Committees should
aggregate/analyze risk
• Should not serve as sole overseer of risk
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Risk Governance
Improving Risk Communication from Management:
– Map risks to managers

– Map committee oversight responsibilities
– Identify significant non-financial risks
– Educate directors about financially sensitive risks

– Ensure committees report (including minutes?) to full Board
of directors
– Encourage informal discussion among directors
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Summary
The Board of directors Should Be Certain That:
– The risk appetite in the business model is appropriate

– The expected risks are commensurate with the expected
rewards
– Management has implemented a system to manage,
monitor, and mitigate risk
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Wrap Q & A
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NACD Resources
Educational Resources
1. Additional NACD Board Advisory Services - In-Boardroom
Programs and Evaluations - http://www.nacdonline.org/services

2. NACD Education – Director Professionalism® Course, Committee
Seminars, & Annual Governance Conference - http://www.nacdonline.org

3. NACD Chapters –

there are 22 in major metropolitan areas -

https://secure.nacdonline.org/source/meetings/chapter_Page.cfm

4. NACD Publications - Blue Ribbon Commission Reports, Surveys, and
Handbooks

- http://www.nacdonline.org/publications

5. NACD Directors Registry™ – Qualified Candidates for
Effective Boards - http://www.nacdonline.org/registry/default.asp
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Thank You & Program Survey
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